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so, to summarise, the best solution is to use a usb2.0 dvb-t dongle, such
as the rtl2832u, with a software defined radio (or similar dongle) and a
usb2.0 host (such as the dvblab eztv 668). since most usb2.0 dongles

have a maximum throughput of 480 mbit/s, this is more than sufficient for
the processing, and for communication with the software defined radio.

this combination can be used to listen into the audio and video streams of
others, or to listen in to your own audio and video streams. the downside
with this solution is that you might not be able to receive much more than
480 mbit/s (although this depends on the type of dongle you are using).

the video below shows an example of this combination, with a bit of
software used for demodulation (the software was provided by my friend

ed "dino" g. blazeradio). # for the device rtl2832 (usb-stick): options
rtl2832 fm=19 dvb_usb_rtl28xxu force_load=1 # for rtl2832u dongle:

options rtl2832u fm=19 dvb_usb_rtl28xxu force_load=1 q.best dvb-t usb
dongle driver the next step is to put the new driver in place: sudo cp

/etc/modprobe.d/rtl2832.conf /etc/modprobe.conf.backup sudo cp
/lib/modules/3.2.0-36-generic/kernel/drivers/media/dvb/rtl28xxu/rtl2832.ko
/lib/modules/3.0-36-generic/kernel/drivers/media/dvb/rtl28xxu/ sudo ln -s

/lib/modules/3.0-36-generic/kernel/drivers/media/dvb/rtl2832.ko.dpkg-new
sudo cp /lib/modules/3.0-36-generic/kernel/drivers/media/dvb/rtl2832/rtl28

32.dpkg-new sudo rm /lib/modules/3.dpkg-new q.best dvb-t usb dongle
driver now test your stick: driver=rtl2832 device=rtl2832 q.best dvb-t usb
dongle driver if you see the message but nothing appears on the screen

(or if you see something that looks like garbage), try to unplug and replug
the stick. if you see the message again, you should see the parameters

appearing on the screen.
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with recent advances in software defined radio (sdr) it is in theory possible
to track and listen into a payload using a sub 20 dongle and your pc. this

is cutting edge and although suitable for testing and tracking the payloads
of others it isn't recommended for actual tracking and recovery of your

own payload. dvb-t dongles based on the realtek rtl2832u can be used as
a cheap sdr, since the chip allows transferring the raw i/q samples to the

host, which is officially used for dab/dab+/fm demodulation. i would like to
add some details about the device, it is the ezcap eztv 668 dvb-t/fm/dab
usb dongle. the device is produced by a manufacturer called ezcap and

sells for about $15. it uses the rtl2832u chip which is a "usb embedded rf
receiver" with support for i/q dab/dab+/fm demodulation. i would like to

add that the stick does not support hardware fm demodulation. the device
is based on the rtl2832u, which is an usb dvb-t/fm usb dongle. the chip
has support for dvb-t/fm reception and is able to demodulate a large

amount of different standards. it has two antennas, one for fm and the
other for dvb-t. the chip has integrated demodulation as well as a usb

interface. it also has a built-in usb host controller to allow the device to be
used as a usb stick. with the help of the driver provided below the device
may be used as a usb dongle for normal usb applications. > q.best dvb-t

usb dongle driver note that the above video uses a usb2.0 dongle,
whereas most of the dvb-t dongles use usb3.0. one might argue that

usb3.0 is slower than usb2.0, but this is not the case for a dvb-t dongle,
since it is only transmitting the audio and video to the host, so the actual
frame data is not transferred. there are also other factors at play here as
well, such as the usb2.0 and usb3.0 dongles are usually slightly different
in terms of design and make, so they should not be compared on a direct

basis. the performance of the dongle is still a valid indicator of its
maximum throughput, which is about 480 mbit/s in the case of usb2. with
usb3.0 this should increase by a factor of three (over 480 mbit/s), and this
speed can easily be achieved by a dongle, which is why it is so common to

use these dongles with software defined radio. 5ec8ef588b
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